Time-dependent mechanical investigations of on-wafer specimens are of interest for improving the reliability of thin metal film microdevices. This paper presents a novel methodology, addressing key challenges in creep and anelasticity investigations through on-wafer tensile tests, achieving highly reproducible force and specimen deformation measurements and loading states. The methodology consists of a novel approach for precise loading using a pinin-hole gripper and a high-precision specimen alignment system based on three-dimensional image tracking and optical profilometry resulting in angular alignment of <0.1 mrad and near-perfect co-linearity. A compact test system enables in situ tensile tests of on-wafer specimens under light and electron microscopy. Precision force measurement over a range of 0.07 µN to 250 mN is realized based on a simple drift-compensated elastically-hinged load cell with high-precision deflection measurement. The specimen deformation measurement, compensated for drift through image tracking, yields displacement reproducibility of <6 nm. Proof of principle tensile experiments are performed on 5 µm-thick aluminum-alloy thin film specimens, demonstrating reproducible Young's modulus measurement of 72.6 ± 3.7 GPa. Room temperature creep experiments show excellent stability of the force measurement and underline the methodology's high reproducibility and suitability for time-dependent nanoforce tensile testing of on-wafer specimens.
Introduction
There is great interest in the mechanics of thin films, because of their application in a.o. M(O)EMS, N(O)EMS and flexible and stretchable electronics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Considerable research conducted on the characterization of the mechanical properties of various materials has enabled the design and development of new devices and structures. It also increased the understanding of why the mechanics at the micro-and nanoscale differs from that at the macroscale. Size-effects in the elastic response [6] , (temperature dependent) plastic yield strength [7] [8] [9] [10] and cyclic fatigue [11] [12] [13] of thin films have received considerable attention. Small scale time-dependent mechanics, such as thin film creep, did not attract substantial research efforts yet. We believe this is due to the technological challenges accompanying long-duration high-precision force and deformation measurements, i.e. for small scale time-dependent mechanics. However, understanding these mechanics is a key challenge in material mechanics modeling, which is required for designing reliable micro-devices that are mechanically loaded over long periods of time, e.g. metallic RF-MEMS [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Reports on creep [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , time-dependent anelasticity [17, [24] [25] [26] and plastic deformation recovery [27] in thin metal films exist, though systematic studies into accompanying size-effects are rare [13, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . From an experimental point of view these studies are highly challenging: not only are high-precision small scale mechanical tests required on a relevant fraction of material, but these tests also require high reproducibility spanning long periods. A highly reproducible experimental methodology designed to enable in-depth studies of size-effects in time-dependent mechanics, such as plastic creep and anelasticity of thin films, is therefore called for.
A number of review papers have been published summarizing the various micromechanical experimental methodologies, their advantages and limitations [1, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . Challenges in micromechanical testing include (I) precise loading of the specimens and controlling boundary conditions to ensure a proper quantification of the mechanics, (II) the fabrication and handling of miniature specimens and (III) measuring the ultra-small applied loads and resulting deformations. With respect to (I), the most frequently adopted loading state, both in the elastic and plastic regime, is the uniaxial stress test. Uniaxial tension or compression testing has comparatively simple loading and boundary conditions, at least at the macroscale and therefore seem preferable if possible. Regarding challenge (II), IC-fabrication techniques enable easy specimen variations facilitating the processing of the desired microstructure and geometry. A single chip, wafer or other substrate can carry a wide variation of free-standing specimens with geometries spanning the mm to sub-µm range [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Additional benefits are the simplified handling of a rigid substrate and the direct applicability of results to actual devices that have been processed in the same way. Finally, concerning challenge (III), the range of dimensions require custom solutions for measuring the involved forces and deformations. High-resolution deformation measurements are feasible through in-situ microscopy, which also greatly enhances micromechanical analyses [47] [48] [49] .
For this methodology, a nano-force micro-tensile stage is designed which handles on-wafer specimens for precise small scale uniaxial tensile testing of time-dependent mechanics. The key feature is the highly reproducible control of the loading state for a large variety of specimen geometries. This is realized by a novel pin-in-hole gripping and high-precision alignment system that exploits precision mechanics and innovative 3D image processing of in-situ confocal optical profilometry measurements. Another feature is the reliable force measurement through exchangeable load cells based on elastic hinges, precision electronics and load cell drift correction. Finally, highly-reproducible deformation measurements are performed using advanced image tracking on in-situ microscopy images of the specimen and its underlying substrate.
Section 2 elaborates the core design principles and requirements. Next, the design, realization and performance are discussed for the specimens, see section 3, the complete tensile stage, alignment control, force and deformation measurement subsystems, see section 4. Following these sections, proof of principle measurements of the Young's moduli and time-dependent anelastic behavior of Al-Cu thin films are presented to substantiate the methodology's reproducibility, see section 5.
Design principle
A well controlled loading state is essential for proper testing and analysis. To achieve this, the principle of the design is based on the analysis of the stress state as a function of a possible misalignment of the applied load. The requirements for force and displacement measurement follow this principle and the specimen design. These two measurements are discussed in respective subsections of section 4.
When specimens are fabricated on a substrate, the gripping applies to the free end of the specimen only, which remains a non-trivial, delicate task. To ensure an adequate fixture, grippers combined with (photocurable) adhesives [50, 51] , have been proposed, while at the nanoscale electron/ ion beam lithography concepts were used [52] . Alternatives are electro-static clamping [53] and mechanical locking via pin-in-hole [54] or geometries that conform to the gauge-end [55] . However, in all cases careful provisions for specimen alignment are necessary [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] . Transverse and rotational misalignment may occur between the specimen's longitudinal axis and the setup's loading axis. This can cause significant bending stresses, invalidating the assumed stress and strain state [58, 61, [63] [64] [65] and possibly leading to premature failure.
The problem of misalignment is illustrated in figure 1 , showing a gripper applying a displacement to a tensile specimen ( figure 1(a) ), which is the case for most tensile test setups (as opposed to applying a force, e.g. in deadweight loading). Misalignment cases are: (i) parallel loading with eccentricity δ (figure 1(b)); (ii) in-plane non-parallel loading with rotation angle θ z (figure 1(c)); (iii) out-of-plane non-parallel loading with tilt angle θ y ( figure 1(d) ). In the ideal case of co-linear loading, see figure 1(e), the applied gripper displacement results in a co-linear reaction force and thus only a uniaxial tensile stress, σ xx,tens. = F axial /(wt) with w the specimen width and t the thickness. However, in case of misalignment, see figures 1(f)-(h), reaction moments and/or transverse forces induce additional bending stresses, σ xx,bend .
To asses the requirements for alignment, a simple analysis of the ratio between bending and nominal axial stress during misaligned tensile testing is performed similar to Kang and Saif [60] . Here, we define this ratio as a criterium for the misalignment accuracy, see appendix A for an analysis of each case. The case of eccentric loading is typically the most critical at this length scale:
This shows for miniature specimens with a typical minimal width and thickness in the order of ∼1 resp. (0.1) µm, that nm-precise positioning (!) of the load is necessary in order to minimize unwanted bending stresses below, e.g. 1% of the axial stress. At the same time, high-precision rotation alignment <10 mrad is necessary, see appendix A. Various solutions can be considered. In most cases, precision translation and rotation manipulators are employed, whereby it is implicitly assumed that through visualization with SEM/optical microscopy, the alignment can be made adequate. However, reported results typically do not state what precision of alignment is needed and actually attained, with some notable exceptions. In [62] image processing has been employed to measure the rotational misalignment. Adequate alignment can also be established through repeated elastic loading and alignment adjustment until a maximum of the measured modulus is obtained [59] . Alternatives to ameliorate misalignment effects are: the elimination of unwanted kinematic degrees of freedom of the specimen, e.g. through the load frame [66] ; addition of compliance at certain locations in the specimen, e.g. see [61] ; and the cofabrication of specimen and tester [43, 67] .
Here, we introduce an effective solution to the problem of eccentric loading. To ensure that the load is transferred along the specimen's axis, a square-pinned gripper is inserted into a hole at the specimen's free end, matching a triangle centered on the specimen's axis (for design and fabrication details see section 4.2). This improves the original pin-in-hole gripper proposed in [54] or any other mechanical locking, because only a force and no moment can be transferred at a single point that is well aligned with the specimen axis. Therefore, misalignment effects are reduced to rotational effects only. Rotational misalignment around the specimen's axial direction is further assumed to be negligible due to the pin-in-hole concept and the centered gripping point. However, two rotational misalignments remain: the in-plane rotation θ z and the out-of-plane rotation θ y between specimen's axis and loading axis, i.e. the actuator's axis. For these rotational alignments, novel yet simple image correlation strategies are employed that are based on optical profilometry measurements of the orientation of the loading axis and the specimens longitudinal axis in 3D with sub-mrad precision as discussed in section 4.4.
Specimen design and fabrication
The tensile specimen geometry is optimized to reduce misalignment and to facilitate deformation measurements, as illustrated by figure 2. One key feature is the load transfer point that ensures precise alignment between the point of load application and the specimen's longitudinal axis even for small positioning errors of the gripper. For this purpose, a hole of 100 µm by 100 µm with a central point on the far edge, aligned to the specimen's loading axis is processed in the plate at the free gauge end. When inserting a square pin into this hole, the surface of the pin transfers the load through this point in line with the specimen's loading axis. Additionally the opposite end of the specimen has a free-standing anchor, which is fixed along part of its perimeter to the substrate. This anchor provides additional compliance to out-of-plane forces, further reducing unwanted bending stresses in the gauge section. Another key feature is the placement of rectangular markers at regular intervals on the substrate near conjugate markers on the specimen. They have dimensions of several microns to facilitate observation with optical microscopy. The substrate markers serve to determine the in-plane rotation of the die, which is explained in section 4.4. Moreover, the conjugate pairs of markers allow for relative displacement tracking of the gauge in 2D, from which the global specimen elongation is obtained, corrected for any drift that may occur during longterm testing, which is discussed in section 4.3.
Taking full advantage of lithographic microfabrication techniques, specimens and their geometrical features are processed with lateral resolution <150 nm and variations in gauge width, w gauge , of 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 30, 50 µm and gauge length l gauge of 300, 550, 800, 1050 µm. The width variations allow structural size-effect investigations, while long specimens enable high-resolution strain measurements. The specimen thickness depends on the thin film deposition technique and for this work is taken to be nominally 5 µm of an Al-(1 wt%)Cu alloy. The patterning of this specimen layer requires one mask. To create free-standing specimens, the sequential microfabrication process entails the following intermediate steps, which require another two masks.
To create the free-standing specimens, a sacrificial layer is deposited before the deposition of the final specimen layer and removed by dry etching. This requires 20 µm by 20 µm etch-holes for large areas of the specimen, like the free-ends of the tensile specimens, see figure 2 . Furthermore, preventing stiction of such large free-standing areas is necessary to improve specimen yield. Stiction might occur electrostatically during electron imaging, or mechanically due to shape distortions from processing conditions, e.g. through residual stresses. The design prevents electrostatic forces by placing a grounded electrode on the substrate and connecting it to the specimen's layer, see figure 2. To connect the top metal layer to this bottom electrode, part of the sacrificial layer needs to be removed before depositing the top metal layer, thus requiring a second mask. Finally, small bumps are incorporated on the bottom of the free-end in order to prevent the sticking of the free-end to the surface. This is achieved by another partial patterning step of the sacrificial layer, requiring a third mask.
Although other approaches to free-standing structures in principle only require a single specimen-layer mask, this three-mask design offers a robust approach for high-yield mass-fabrication of specimens with considerable geometrical variations. The specimens are realized in a microfabrication process, performed at the processing facilities of Philips Innovation Services, Netherlands, as detailed in appendix B.
Nano-force micro-tensile stage: design and realization

Overall setup design
The tensile tester integrates one module that takes care of the specimen mounting and alignment and one module that takes care of the loading and gripper positioning, see figure 3 for conceptual and figure 4 for detailed design. The basic elements in the first module are the chip mount and two angular manipulators. The second module consists of: coarse manual xyz positioners with mm range and sub-mm precision; an xyzpiezo stage for nm positioning of the gripper which is fixed to the load cell; and a manual rotation manipulator to align the load cell. Specimen loading is performed by the piezo actuator. These two modules are assembled on an electrically actuated tilt mechanism to position both the load cell and chip horizontally with respect to the gravitational field. The load cell should be placed horizontally in order to optimize the deflection range for the low-stiffness load cells, see section 4.2. The electrical tilt stage enables tilt adjustment in an electron microscope. All electronics are operated and controlled at 50 Hz with a dedicated software application (Labview).
On the first module, specimens are mounted using an elastic clamping mechanism, see figure 5(a). The mount sits on a chipalignment mechanism containing two elastically hinged mechanisms driven by precision thumbscrews to adjust θ y,chip and θ z,chip . A 3-point probe enables electrical contacting of the chip and grounding of the test specimens. The second module integrates Scanning electron micrograph of a free-standing tensile specimen that is fixed at one end along the perimeter of the anchor. At the free-standing gauge-end a gripping hole is made with loadcentering feature. Along the substrate and the length of the beam several displacement tracking markers are fabricated to measure the substrate displacement and the gauge deformation. a MadCityLabs T225 xyz-piezo stage for nm-precise positioning of the gripper with respect to the specimen, see figure 5(b). For positioning at the mm-scale fine-pitch thumbscrews drive an xy-carriage on precision guides. A separate carriage, supporting the load cell and its alignment manipulator, is mounted on an elastic parallelogram driven by a third precision thumbscrew for coarse z-positioning. The two modules are placed on a base plate that tilts both modules around the y-axis. An elastic hinge driven by a DC-motor allows tilting with 0.01 mrad steps around this axis. The compact design allows the setup to be used under an optical profilometer that employs light microscopy (LM), a Sensofar Plu2300 equipped with 20x and 50x objectives and inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM), a FEI Quanta 600 ESEM, see figures 5(c) and (d). Both microscopes are vibration isolated through pneumatic systems. In addition, the optical confocal profilometer is placed in a temperature controlled cabinet with T = 24 ± 0.1 °C.
Force measurement
Desired geometries dictate the required range and resolution of the force. With cross-sections possibly varying from 0.5 µm 2 to 100 µm 2 , forces range from sub-µN, requiring nN precision, up to 100's of mN. Measuring forces with a single transducer spanning this range, resolution and required reproducibility, is not trivial. This becomes clear from the limited availability of such transducers, which are only applied commercially in nano-indentation equipment [68] . Very sensitive load cells for a more narrow range have been realized by vibrating strings [69] or by (micro)machining simple elastic mechanisms combined with high-resolution microscopy or force sensors, as demonstrated in small scale setups [70] [71] [72] and fully integrated MEMS based setups [34, 67, [73] [74] [75] . Since a single specimen geometry does not require the full force range and minimum resolution, we here adopt a series of elastic-hinge load cells with highly reproducible deflection sensing, each optimized for a certain resolution and range.
Forces are measured through high precision deflection measurements of a monolithic parallel leaf spring mechanism of having a known stiffness, see figure 6(a). A precision capacitive sensor (LionSensor, Probe C5-D, driver CPL-190) with a range of 250 µm and resolution of 9 nm is employed to measure the leaf spring's deflection, u LS,I . This non-contact sensing method does not exert any noticeable force on the leaf spring and attains high precision. The force ranges are determined by the desired minimum precision σ F = 100 nN and maximum force F max = 200 mN. Matching the required force ranges and precision to the capacitive sensor specifications results in the stiffness design specifications listed in table 1. Since a compact design is mandatory, these mechanisms are produced through wire electrical discharge machining (EDM) of a TiAlV-alloy, which is known for optimal material and manufacturing properties. Table 1 lists the specific dimensions of the thinned ends of the leaf springs, thinned length l ls,end and thickness t ls,end . For load transfer the gripper is shaped as a long beam crossing the chip, see figure 6(c). It has a square pin at the end. The other end is a plate that is glued to the load cell. The gripper is produced through wire EDM from a 0.3 µm-thick plate of TiAlV that is polished on one side. Prior to EDM the cubic loading pin with edges of 50 µm is milled into the polished side.
Measurement of such small deflections and forces is susceptible to errors due to thermal expansion and tilt-induced forces that alternate with the low-frequency motion of the vibration isolation frames. To compensate for these errors the load cell contains a second identical leaf-spring mechanism that is not loaded during testing, but senses these background forces, see figure 6 (a). The change in this dummy leaf spring's deflection is therefore solely due to the thermal and tilt fluctuations that are assumed to work on both leaf springs. Assuming that the high precision EDM resulted in identical masses and stiffnesses for both leaf springs, the measured apparent background force of the second dummy leaf spring, F LS,II is subtracted from the loaded leaf spring F LS,I thus compensating for tilt-and thermal errors. Calibration of the stiffness of the leaf springs of load cell 3 is performed through nanoindentation (MTS Nanoindenter XP), similar to the technique employed by Haque and Saif [76] . This calibration method cannot be applied to the other two load cells, because they deflect to one extremity under their own weight when they are placed vertically in the indenter. Therefore they are calibrated by tilting them from the horizontal plane while varying the end mass by known amounts and measuring the tilt and the deflection, as discussed by Bergers [77] (see therein Chapter 4 and appendices).
The performance of the force measurement is furthermore specified by its precision and reproducibility, see table 1. The precision is limited by the noise floor and estimated from the standard deviation of a 10 s sequence of force measurements. Notably, load cell 2 performs slightly better than load cell 1, likely because load cell 1 has a lower eigenfrequency of ∼7 Hz and is therefore more susceptible to low frequency vibrations. The reproducibility is estimated from a drift characterization by logging the sensor output during 12 h after allowing the system to equilibrate overnight. Figures 7(a)-(c) shows that the correction of F LS,I by F LS,II improves the force measurement by a factor ∼1.5-2 and hence the reproducibility, which is identified as the slow variations: 200 nN, 100 nN and 50 µN for respectively load cell 1, 2 and 3. Compared to the load cell range we have <8 · 10 −4 , <3 · 10 −5 and <2 · 10 −4 full scale. The larger value for load cell 1, compared to 2, again is likely due to differences in stiffness and mass between its leaf springs. It is expected that during specimen loading, the effective stiffness of load cell 1 and the specimen will improve the eigenfrequency and thus the resolution. Hence, the series of load cells provide highly reproducible force measurements for the wide range of specimens, which is essential for timedependent mechanical characterization.
Displacement measurement
In time-dependent anelasticity, small changes in strain of order 10 −5 -10 −4 are of interest over longer periods of time requiring a highly reproducible strain measurement. Strain measurements have been achieved through a diffraction/interferometry technique [78] , although it is tedious if not difficult to ensure long term stability for high reproducibility. More promising are full-field imaging techniques combined with digital image correlation yielding deformation fields with sub milli-strain resolution, e.g. local DIC [79] [80] [81] [82] or global/finite element-DIC [83, 84] . However, facets cq. regions of interest (ROIs) of sufficient size and resolution are required for high strain resolutions, which is problematic for specimens of small width. Simple displacement tracking of the gauge end has been done with high resolution displacement measurement techniques e.g. SEM [22] , digital image tracking (DIT) of light microscopy images [85] [86] [87] and Fourier analysis of light microscopy images of displaced periodic structures [88] . Digital image tracking can be applied to both SEM and LM images to yield a precision of << 0.1 pixel [84] . Additionally, a single image of the substrate and deforming specimen contains relevant information on the drift, which can then be adequately corrected. Therefore, digital image tracking, similar to the method by Barbosa et al [87] , is exploited for high-reproducibility strain measurement.
In order to track the gauge end displacement, in-plane markers are processed along with the test structure, avoiding patterning after fabrication. There are two regions with markers: one besides the specimen on the substrate and the other on the specimen's gauge section, see figure 2. It is assumed that the substrate motion equals the motion of the specimen's fixed end. The motion of the gauge end is tracked separately. Thus the difference between the substrate motion and gauge end motion yields the true gauge end displacement from which the axial strain can be calculated, see figure 8(a) .
Here, the displacements of one large facet on the substrate and of another on the gauge end are tracked by a recently developed global DIC (GDIC) code [89] [90] [91] , which is based on a DIC algorithm developed for 2D images by Hild and Roux [92] . During long term testing, lighting conditions may change, thereby affecting the DIC performance, which depends on the image brightness and contrast. This can be accounted for in DIC by allowing variations in contrast and brightness of the grey-scale images [79] . This is a small extension of the GDIC code. The degrees of freedom used for the displacement tracking are limited to in-plane rigid body displacements u x , u y . The contrast and brightness are added as an intensity scaling factor, α I and an offset I 0 respectively. The exact implementation is straigtforward when considering the details by Sutton et al and the GDIC-basis [89, 90] . Employing GDIC for displacement measurements enables high resolution. Hild and Roux [92] showed that the displacement uncertainty depends on the facet size, with a single facet of n = 32 2 pixels yielding σ u < 0.01 pixel. The 20x objective of the Sensofar Plu2300 is employed, which has a field of view of μ × 674 m 478 µm and a CCD of 768 × 576 pixels. This yields a pixel size of 0.83 µm. Thus, theoretically even with the 20x objective a displacement precision of <8 nm should be feasible. To analyze the actual performance, the precision σ u, xx , using ∼20 images captured in 30 s and the reproducibility s u, xx , during a 24 h measurement, are determined from bright field images of an unloaded specimen. These reveal a precision of <5 nm, see figure 8(b), equal to the value reported by Barbosa et al [87] and <6 nm for the reproducibility, see figure 8 (c). Moreover, <6 nm reproducibility corresponds to strains of 2 · 10 −5 and 6 · 10 −6 for, respectively, the 300 and 1050 µm long specimens, which meets the target of a highly reproducible displacement measurement system for timedependent measurements.
Misalignment control
The proposed solution for a reliable 3D alignment entails controlling the tilt θ y and rotation θ z between loading axis and specimen axis. To determine these angles, measurements of the directions of the loading axis and the specimen axis are necessary. Line-direction measurement can be used, e.g. through Canny-edge detection filtering of 2D images [62] , though it requires two perpendicular imaging systems to determine inand out-of-plane misalignment. Therefore, here, optical profilometry is employed, which is well suited for measuring the 3D configuration of the chip and the gripper in a limited field of view. From 3D profiles and 2D images these directions can be adequately determined by a novel image processing strategy that combines plane-fitting and (quasi-3D) GDIC applied to full field displacement data [89] [90] [91] . After establishing the misalignment, the rotation manipulators allow for a precise correction. This results in a two step approach for correcting the misalignment.
In the first step, confocal optical profilometry is used to measure the tilt angles of the loading axis, θ y,LA and the specimen's longitudinal axis, θ y,SA , with respect to a horizontal datum plane, e.g. the microscope's horizontal plane, see figure 9 (a). The difference then gives θ y , which is corrected by manually tilting the chip with a mechanism based on a fine-pitch thumbscrew and an elastic hinge. To measure θ y,SA , a surface profile of the die is measured from which the best fitting plane is extracted, described by z tilted,plane = tan (θ y,SA )x + tan (θ x,SA )y + z 0 , see figure 9 (b). It is assumed that, the die is parallel to the specimen due to microfabrication, i.e. θ y = θ y,SA . Hence, the fit yields θ y,SA .
The next part of the first step is measuring the angle θ y,LA . The gripper is moved along the full range of the loading axis, while registering surface profiles of the gripper surface in its extreme positions. The quasi-3D GDIC algorithm [89, 90] is used to extract the 3D displacement vector of a ROI, ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ = + + u u e u e u e x x y y z z LA , i.e. the loading axis direction is measured and θ y,LA = atan(u z /u x ) can be calculated, see figures 9(c) and (d). The natural surface roughness of the gripper serves as pattern for GDIC. In order to maximize the precision, σ θy, LA , the displacement u x needs to be maximized while the precision in x and z, σ u, x and σ u, z , need to be minimized. The image tracking determines σ u, x while the height resolution of the profilometry of the gripper surface determines σ u, z .
The final part of this step is correcting the difference θ y,LA − θ y,SA with the θ y,chip manipulator to within 0.05 mrad and validating by remeasuring these angles. Note that, at this point, the specimen, load cell and loading axis are not necessarily horizontal with respect to the microscope. Therefore, the entire stage is tilted to the horizontal position by either the manual tip-tilt platform or the electrical tilt-actuator. This levels the load cell and ensures the specimen will be in focus throughout the field of view.
In the second step, the in-plane rotational angles of the loading axis θ z,LA and the specimen's longitudinal axis θ z,SA are measured with respect to a vertical datum plane, i.e. the profilometer's xz-plane, through bright field images captured with the profilometer, see figure 10 (a). The difference of these two angles is θ z , which is corrected by manually rotating the chip about its z-axis with another elastic-hinge mechanism. The chip rotation θ z,SA is measured by determining the line-direction of on-chip features, namely the displacement tracking markers on the substrate that are processed with lithographic precision along the specimen's loading direction. Again using GDIC, the line-direction is obtained by matching one set of displacement tracking markers with another in the same image, see figure 10(b). It is assumed that the microfabrication is sufficiently precise, to consider this line as parallel to the specimen's axis. Hence, we obtain the vector that describes the distance between two pairs of displacement markers:
, DM , with u x,DM and u y,DM being the x and y components. This then yields the angle θ z,SA = atan(u y,DM /u x,DM ).
Next, θ z,LA is measured in a similar manner as θ y,LA is measured. Applying the image tracking yields the in-plane displacement of the loading axis ⃗ ⃗ ⃗ = + u u e u e x x y y LA from which θ z,LA = atan(u y /u x ) is calculated, see figures 10(c) and (d). After correcting the misalignment to within 0.05 mrad with the chip's θ z manipulator, the correction is remeasured for validation. Finally, the entire tensile stage is rotated in the horizontal plane using the tip-tilt-rotation-translation platform to align the specimen's longitudinal axis to the image x-direction.
The resulting precision of the angles may be estimated a priori, using the above relations and the precision of the values on which they depend. Appendix C details these estimates and the accompanying experiments. the angles, how they are estimated, the estimated and the experimentally measured precision. It shows that the a priori estimates match the measurements well. The obtained accumulated angular alignment precision is almost two orders of magnitude smaller then the desired <10 mrad. The high measurement precision is attributed to the innovative use of GDIC with large facets in (quasi 3D) profiles and images. Furthermore, the misalignment setting is highly stable once a chip has been aligned, due to the application of precision engineering principles to the entire setup. This was verified by remeasuring the misalignment after repositioning the entire stage under the profilometer after a day.
In addition to the high alignment precision, another benefit of this methodology is the multitude of on-wafer specimens with large geometrical variations. The specimens are adjacent on the chip so realignment is not required when moving the gripper from specimen to specimen. This greatly facilitates experimentation throughput in time-dependent studies, desired for length scale variations, which is of key interest in size-effect studies. On the contrary, throughput is hampered with other techniques where each specimen needs to be inserted and aligned separately. In the case of complete MEMS tensile test systems [34, 67, 73] , specimens may be cofabricated with the test device, of which some are reported to suppress unwanted kinematics through the load frame by 6 orders of magnitude [93] . However, in general, each design is optimized for a specific load and deformation range, hence limiting the tensile specimen geometry and the experimentation throughput. In short, the presented approach minimizes rotational misalignments significantly without hampering experimental throughput.
Proof of principle measurements
As a proof of principle, two types of experiments are performed: (1) repeated measurements of the Young's modulus to check accuracy and precision and (2) measurement of the time-dependent anelastic behavior. The latter we observed in microbeam bending experiments [94, 95] and is therefore of interest to establish its presence under uniaxial tension. The Young's modulus is measured from the slope of σ eng − ε eng curves obtained by cyclically loading a tensile specimen with five cycles in the elastic regime. The maximum force in the first cycle is slightly higher than in the subsequent cycles to ensure that subsequent cycles are purely elastic. The force is controlled during these experiments at a rate of ∼45 µN s −1 . This cyclic loading is repeated five times on the same specimen, where it is important to note that the gripper is completely unhooked between the repeated measurements to test the reproducibility of the full measurement including gripper insertion. Multiple specimens are probed with different cross-sections, w = 10 µm for specimen 1 and 3, w = 7 µm for specimen 2 and l = 1050 µm, which are measured with SEM with a precision that is better than 0.1%, relative to the dimension. Forces are measured with load cell 2, with σ F = 0.07 µN, while deformations are measured by capturing bright field images with the 20x objective at ∼1 Hz. Figure 11 (a) shows stress-strain curves for the repeated tests, with an example of the applied cyclic load shown in the inset. The high precision of the methodology yields low noise in the stress and strain measurements. Figure 11(b) shows for each load cycle the average with 95% confidence interval of the obtained Young's moduli, which indicate high measurement reproducibility per specimen: <2 GPa or ∼2% of a specimen's average measured E-modulus. This high reproducibility is attributed to the minimization of misalignment by the methodology. This is comparable to results reported by Kang and Saif [61] , who minimized misalignment by special FIB-milled specimens and obtained 1% accuracy for E-modulus measurements of silicon tensile specimens. Variations/deviations of E-moduli of one specimen are attributed to minor straightening of specimens that were slightly curved due to microfabrication. Variations from specimen to specimen can be attributed to differences in grain texture or slight difference in pre-deformation due to microfabrication. The obtained average modulus E = 72.6 ± 3.7 GPa equals within experimental error reported values for uniaxially loaded Al-Cu thin films [87] and the bulk value.
As a second proof of principle measurement, characterization of the time-dependent anelastic behavior is performed on some of the elastically tested specimens. During the first figure 12 (a). Force loading and unloading takes several seconds due to the limited PID-controller bandwidth of the setup, see inset figure 12(a) . The low noise in stress during the creep stage again reflects the high force reproducibility. The strain measurement reveals a standard deviation of σ ε, xx < 6 με, which corresponds to the value obtained during validation. The creep experiment shows a typical log(t) dependence ( figure 12(b) ), while the subsequent time-dependent anelastic stage also shows this dependence ( figure 12(c) ). Even though the stress remains well below the elastic limit, a significant amount of creep occurs at room temperature: ∼ 10% of the initial strain for the applied load. Moreover, the subsequent time-dependent anelasticity almost completely recovers all deformation up to ∼10 με.
Conclusion
A novel, highly reproducible nano-force micro-tensile tester for on-wafer time-dependent testing has been developed. Key achievements are (I) precise loading of the specimens and controlled boundary conditions to ensure a controlled stress state, (II) the fabrication and handling of micron-sized tensile specimens and (III) measuring nanoNewton loads and nanometer deformations over long periods of time.
From an analysis of the desired uniaxial tensile loading state, design principles and specifications were derived. To minimize undesired bending stresses, a pin-in-hole gripper load system, which minimized eccentric loading, was implemented together with advanced image correlation algorithms that measured the angular misalignments between specimen and loading axis to within 0.1 mrad. Chips with a large amount of specimens and geometrical variations were realized through MEMS microfabrication. Microscopically visible displacement tracking markers were key features integrated into the specimens to enable the high reproducibility of strain measurement and rotational alignment. The precision design and verification of the setup components showed that the aimed high reproducibility of the loading, force and deformation measurement was effectively obtained. Three load cells with a drift compensation mechanism achieved a force range from 70 nN to 200 mN with a reproducibility exceeding 0.1% full scale of the respective load cell. The displacement measurement was performed by image tracking of the substrate markers and specimen gauge markers, yielding σ u, x < 6 nm and σ ε, xx < 6 με for the tested specimens. Proof of principle measurements illustrated the high reproducibility and precision of this nanoforce micro-tensile tester. Measurement of the Young's modulus of 5 µm thick Al-(1wt%)Cu tensile specimens resulted in a value of E = 72.6 ± 3.7 GPa. Time-dependent anelasticity measurements were performed during 56 h on these specimens confirming the high strain reproducibility s ε, xx < 6 με. These micron-scaled experiments revealed a pronounced creep stage, followed by an unexpected near-complete recovery of the creep deformation. It is expected that this on-wafer nano-force micro-tensile testing methodology combined with the large amount of specimen variations enables systematic studies into time-dependent anelasticity of thin metal films. S Garenfeld and P W C van Hoof of the Dept. of Mech. Eng. of the Eindhoven University of Technology for collaborating on the design and realization of the nano-force micro-tensile stage. Furthermore, the authors acknowledge the aid of dr.ir. 
Appendix A. Misalignment analysis
The ratio of the bending stress with respect to the nominal uniaxial stress is used as a criterium for misalignment assuming small deformations for a tensile specimen of gauge length l, width w, thickness t and moment of area I. The axial stress at position x along the gauge length is the sum of the nominal uniaxial stress σ xx,nom. (x) induced by the load F ∥ and a bending stress σ xx,bend (x) induced by the moment due to eccentricity, M δ = F ∥ δ or due to a perpendicular load F ⊥ :
In the case of eccentric loading, the ratio of the bending stress to the nominal uniaxial stress is:
where b is the perpendicular dimension, i.e. b = t or b = w depending on the misalignment type. For a stress ratio <1% and b = 5, 10 or 50 µm, δ must be smaller than respectively 9, 17 and 83 nm, which is clearly not trivial. Similarly for rotational misalignments leading to perpendicular reaction forces, the ratio becomes: For a ratio less than 1%, the resulting specific misalignment requirements are listed in table A1.
Appendix B. Specimen microfabrication
The specimen wafer is realized with the following process flow, see figure B1 . First, an amorphous layer of SiO 2 is processed by TEOS-deposition on a single crystal Si-wafer, see figures B1(1) and (2) . Then, a blanket layer of aluminum is deposited, which forms a local conducting substrate preventing electrostatic forces between the free-standing specimen structure and the substrate, see (3) in figure B1 . The next step is a 3 µm layer of amorphous hydrogenated Si (a-Si:H), which acts as a sacrificial layer, see (4) in figure B1 . Next, shallow dimples are patterned in this layer by partially etching away the a-Si:H at the dimple locations, see figure B1 (5). Subsequently a thin layer of tungsten (W) is deposited which acts as a diffusion barrier during the Al-alloy deposition, figure B1(6). The sacrificial and W-layer are then patterned and dry etched in one step to yield raised islands, see figure B1(7). The next step, figure B1 (8) , is the deposition of the top metal layer, being Al-(1wt% Cu) in this study, followed by patterning through dry etching, see figure B1 (9) . The free-standing structures are thus processed on top of the raised islands, whilst attached to the substrate elsewhere. This top Al-alloy layer also contacts the bottom Al-layer. Furthermore, the dimples are filled by the top Al-alloy layer, thus creating the required bumps underneath the extremities of the free-standing structures. Next, figure B1(10) , the sacrificial a-Si:H/W layer is removed with a last dry etch step. Releasing a single die from the wafer is finally done after laser-scribing the wafer-backside, figure B1(11) .
Appendix C. Measurement details for the misalignment performance
The precision of the out-of-plane angle θ y depends on the precision of θ y,SA , σ θ, y,SA and of θ y,LA , σ θ, y,LA . These two angles are measured with the confocal optical profilometry mode of the Sensofar Plu2300. Using a 50x objective with μ × 273 m 205 µm field of view, surface profiles of the chip surface are obtained with a precision of σ z < 6 nm, which is near to the profilometer's z-resolution. Based on standard error propagation theory, this z-precision and the width of the field of view, being >200 µm, yield an a priori estimate of the tilt precision of σ θ, y,SA < 0.03 mrad. The experimentally obtained precision compares well to this: σ θ, y,SA < 0.02 mrad (deduced from repeated measurements at the same angle).
The relation θ y,LA = atan(u z /u x ) indicates that the precision σ θ, y,LA may be minimized by maximizing u x and minimizing the precision of u z . The maximum u x corresponds to the actuators maximum displacement, i.e. 200 µm, while the displacement measurement already revealed that image tracking yields σ u, x < 10 nm. On the other hand, σ u, z is determined by the height resolution of the profilometry of the gripper surface. Still using the 50 × objective, the 200 µm gripper displacement is captured within the same field of view, which is essential for image correlation. This results in σ z < 150 nm for a relatively rough gripper surface (R A = 2.0 µm). A priori, a simple error estimate predicts σ θ, y, LA < 0.75 mrad. An experimental validation is performed by recording 5 profiles at the maximum u x -position. These profiles are correlated to the reference at u x = 0 µm using GDIC. The standard deviation of the observed θ y,LA is σ θ, y,LA < 0.1 mrad. Repeating this sequence results in consistent values for σ θ, y,LA . This value is lower than the a priori estimate, essentially due to statistics.
The precision of the in-plane angle θ z depends on the precision of θ z,SA , σ θ, z,SA and of θ z,LA , σ θ, z,LA . These angles are measured with the bright field mode of the Sensofar Plu2300 and a 20x objective. The precision of angle θ z,SA = atan(u y,DM /u x,DM ) is minimized by maximizing the distance between the displacement markers, u x,DM and minimizing the in-plane image tracking precision σ u, x = σ u, y . An a priori estimate of the precision is obtained from the distance between the markers (Δu x = 285 µm) and the image tracking precision resulting in σ u, x = σ u, y < 10 nm and σ θ, z < 0.04 mrad. Experimental assessment of this precision is achieved by determining the standard deviation of θ z,SA on five bright field images acquired with the 20x objective: σ θ, z,SA < 0.03 mrad.
Next, θ z,LA is measured. Similar to the relation for θ y,LA , the relation θ z,LA = atan(u y /u x ) indicates that the precision σ θ, z,LA may be minimized by maximizing u x and minimizing the precision of u y . Again, the maximum u x corresponds to the actuators maximum displacement, i.e. 200 µm, while the image tracking yields σ u, x = σ u, y < 10 nm. Based on above values, the a priori estimate gives σ θ, z,LA < 0.05 mrad. Similar to that of θ y,LA , 5 images are recorded at the maximum u x -position and correlated to the reference at u x = 0 µm while moving the gripper within the field of view. Taking the standard deviation of the observed θ z,LA yields σ θ, z,LA < 0.03 mrad. Again, repeating this sequence results in consistent values for σ θ, z,LA .
